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lcome and thank you for picking
up the very first edition of Au! Au is
Aberdeen’s very first science magazine and it
is written, designed and edited by students at
the University of Aberdeen. We want to show
you how incredibly fascinating science is, and
how high-quality research at the University
of Aberdeen might impact your life.
If reading this magazine makes you smile,
have an ‘Ahhhh!’ or ‘Eureka!’ moment, please
share that with us by visiting our website. We
are using the website to track the impact the
magazine is having and we want to hear what
you think, so please drop by and share your
views: www.aumag.co.uk.
Most of the science in this magazine is
taking place at the University of Aberdeen.
If you want to know how to find reallife scientific researchers, check out our
summary of Events (p4) in Aberdeen and
Gina Maffey’s introduction to citizen science,
Einstein’s Grandma (p6).
This issue is based on the theme of space,
a topic that I personally find completely
unfathomable. You may have been watching
Professor Brian Cox blow you away with his
Wonders of the Universe series; we hope that
this issue of Au has the same effect!
In The People Problem (p5), Sonja Klein
asks whether Earth is running out of room. If
not, will we look elsewhere as our numbers
rise? Sean McMahon takes us on a journey to
Mars in Secrets of the Red Planet (p9). For a
lighter look at space exploration, turn to our
interview with Helen Keen, the Cosmic Comic
(p8). Back on Earth, the dominant lifeforms
have invented some pretty weird things,
revealed in our guest feature, Patently Absurd
(p17). And Gina Maffey appeals to reason—
can you help to Save the Tree Octopus (p19)?
As the WORD festival is taking place at
Aberdeen University this month, Gwendolyn
Knight takes a look at language: would
A Rose by Any Other Name (p13) really smell
as sweet? Continuing to explore the weird
and wonderful brain, Exercise and the
Brain (p15) asks what happens upstairs
when we exercise.
Among our regular features, we
invite you to spend a Field Day with
researcher Daisy Brickhill (p7),
peruse recent research, think
about art (p20), read a book
(p21), and relax over a puzzle
or two (p22). Enjoy Au!
HEATHER DORAN
EDITOR

“

we want
to show
you how
incredibly
fascinating
science is.

”
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RESEARCH FOCUS

VIVE LA VOLE!

Water voles thriving in North West Scotland

A study of water voles in North
West Scotland has revealed that the
neighbourhood in which colonies
live determines whether they go
extinct. The latest findings from a
12-year research programme at the
University of Aberdeen also identify a
stable and thriving population of this
iconic and protected species despite
a catastrophic UK-wide decline.
Water voles are well-adapted to
their river bank habitat, forming
extensive burrow systems that afford
protection from native predators
like otters, weasels, and birds of prey.
Since the 1950s, however, populations
have been decimated by an invasion
of American mink, which are slight
enough to penetrate the burrows. As
a result, water vole numbers have
declined by as much as 98% in some
areas.
In North West Scotland, however,
mink have so far failed to establish
themselves, leaving water voles free
from the predatory invader. Professor
Xavier Lambin of the University of
Aberdeen has for 12 years monitored
the distribution and number of water
voles in Assynt, Sutherland, an area
that does not suffer from predationdriven population crashes. This work
is intended to inform conservation and

management in areas where mink are,
or have been present.
Water
vole
colonies,
usually
single-family groups of around five
individuals, occupy small patches
of soft grassy river-bank. Each
colony is independent but regular
dispersal movements connect them
in a single metapopulation. A special
feature of this kind of population is
that, although each small colony is
vulnerable to chance extinction, the
metapopulation naturally persists
through re-colonisation events. In
Assynt, for example, around 30% of
colonies go extinct each year, but the
overall population is stable.
It is precisely this feature that could
be important in the conservation
of other species. In recent years,
global habitats have been destroyed
at an alarming rate. Many formerly
connected habitats have become
fragmented and their species restricted
by new barriers to movement. Such
species can now be studied using the
water vole model system, in which
populations are naturally separated.
Recent work on this system has
highlighted the importance of the
location of habitat patches relative
to others. It has always been thought
preferable for a patch to be well-

connected; that is, less isolated from
other colonies. A well-connected patch
benefits from reduced extinction risk
because there is more chance that
dispersing voles will visit and settle,
whereas isolated patches are less likely
to be on the commuter route.
This research, however, reveals a
downside to being well-connected. A
foraging predator is more likely to
find vole colonies in higher-density,
better-connected areas, so will tend to
stick around. This is also the case with
transmissible diseases: close contact
with other individuals increases the
risk of infection. In Assynt, it was found
that better-connected patches are
more likely to become occupied, but
also more likely to follow one another
into extinction through a biological
domino effect. This paradoxical
result from the study of water voles
challenges current approaches to the
conservation of other species. Existing
management
strategies
promote
the use of corridors to optimise
connectivity between fragmented
habitats, but the evidence from water
voles suggests that connectivity can
go too far. It can be healthier to have a
bit of space, too. ■ chris sutherland

SOWING THE SEEDS FOR A DIGITAL FUTURE
Research engages citizens with scientists to improve rural Britain
dot.rural is one of three research hubs
funded by the Research Councils
UK Digital Economy Programme. It
represents the largest single research
grant in the University of Aberdeen’s
history—working on digital innovation
in rural communities.
Over the past three years, the UK
Research Councils have committed
£120m to their Digital Economy
Programme; uniting social, medical,
biological, engineering and computing
sciences. The goal is to understand
how innovative technologies can
contribute to a healthy economy
and an inclusive society. dot.
rural spans four broad themes of
research: Accessibility & Mobilities,
Healthcare, Enterprise & Culture,
and Natural Resource Conservation.
There are fifteen projects distributed
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between these themes. For example,
the mime (Managing Information in
Medical Emergencies) project, under
Healthcare, is developing a handheld
device to monitor vital signs at the scene
of an accident and relay them to medical
centres in real time. This will enable
healthcare professionals to provide
informed, life-saving advice remotely,
a step forward for rural communities
where access to emergency care
is hampered by distance from
hospitals and poor road quality.

and resources of expert biologists. An
online ‘crowd-sourcing’ system—akin
to that used for ‘Ask The Audience’ on
Who Wants to be a Millionaire?—will
test whether volunteers can reduce
the need for a professional opinion by
identifying species of photographed
bees. These digital innovations aim to
encourage participation in field-based
bumblebee recording and conservation.

Another
promising
project,
in
association with the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust, allows the
public to join the effort to maintain
bumblebee populations. Numbers of
bumblebees have declined across the
country in recent years. The essential
work of bumblebee identification and
recording consumes the valuable time

These projects depend on the
university’s breadth of expertise
in
social,
medical,
biological,
engineering and computing sciences.
dot.rural is part of a wider movement
to bring the insights of these
disciplines into everyday life, bridging
the knowledge gap between citizens
and scientists. ■ chris sutherland

Like this? Visit www.aumag.co.uk
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E VENTS CALEN DAR
10th MAY

9 MAY
th

Café Scientifiqué—“Why is Snot Green?”

Café Med—“Good to be Thin?”
Dr. Kirsty Kiezebrink and Dr. Philip Crocket discuss the
links between eating disorders and obesity.
Free 6.00 pm suttie centre, foresterhill.

Free, booking required (see below)
7.30 pm buchanans bistro, wood end barn, banchory

Café Cosmos—“Exploring the
Dark Side of the Universe”
Free, booking required (see below)
7.00 pm aberdeen college, city centre

11th MAY
Café Scientifique
“Medicines and You:
a Bittersweet Mixture?”
Free 7.00 pm waterstones, union bridge

15th MAY ... 13th JUNE

Free period. Stay at home and read Au?

14 JUNE
th

Café Cosmos
“Cosmos in the Lab”
Cosmology stretches our study of the Universe
including how it might evolve, end, or even begin again. Our last session sees quantum physics meet the vastness of the cosmos head on,
and explores how theories are being simulated
in the lab. With Dr. Charles Wang, Cruickshank
Lecturer in Astronomy, University of Aberdeen.
Free, booking required (see below)
7.00 pm aberdeen college, city centre

Café Scientifique
“How Wonderful
are Wonderfoods?”
Do wonderfoods such as seaweed and exotic
berries have special health-giving properties?
Come along and find out whether this is all
hype and what evidence exists for these cliams.
With Dr. Wendy Russell, Rowett Institute of
Nutrition and Health, University of Aberdeen
Free, booking required (see below) 7.30 pm
buchanans bistro, wood end barn, banchory

15 JUNE ... 22
th

nd

JUNE

13th MAY
Chris Smith: The Naked Scientist
Dr. Chris Smith, author of The Naked Scientist, lays bare
the science behind some of the puzzles of everyday life
spanning from the physics of Kung Fu to the bizarre biology of groundbreaking medical research. Sponsored by the
Aberdeen Medico-Chirurgical Society.
Free, booking required 6.00 pm suttie centre, foresterhill.

Michael Brooks: 13 Things
Former New Scientist editor Michael Brooks
takes us through his latest scientific offering.
£6, booking required 2.00 pm festival marquee, king’s college

Bruce Hood: Science and Superstition
Is a lack of rational thought necessarily a bad thing?
£6, booking required 5.30 pm festival marquee, king’s college

Skeptics in the Pub: Believing it or Not
With Michael Brooks and Bruce Hood.
Are we interested in the explainable? Should we be?
Free, booking required 8.30 pm cellar 35, rosemount viaduct

14th MAY

Good time to check out www.aumag.co.uk!

Ian Stewart

23 JUNE

Co-author of over 20 books including The Science of Discworld
with Terry Pratchett and Jack Cohen, he has brought the beauty
of science and maths to the masses.

rd

Skeptics in the Pub:
Prof. Pete Smith: Climate Change
Free 7.30 pm cellar 35, rosemount viaduct

£6, booking required 5.00 pm festival marquee, king’s college

Book online at www.abdn.ac.uk/word

Café Scientifique events can be booked online at: www.cafescienceaberdeen.co.uk
Au S P R I N G 2 0 1 1
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AFTER THE EVENT

The People Problem
At a recent Café Scientifique event in Aberdeen,
Professor Ian Diamond asked, “What are the limits of
global population?” sonja klein explores the issues

Th

e global population is growing
rapidly. In 2050, there will be roughly
nine billion people on our planet. Water, food
and space will all be limited. Does Earth have
the capacity to support a population increase
of 50% in the next 40 years? What actions
today can reduce the pressures of tomorrow?
Professor Ian Diamond, Principal of the
University of Aberdeen, outlined the problems
of an ever-growing world population at a
recent Café Scientifique event. Taking an
optimistic view, he suggested that we can
meet the challenges of the future, if we
begin to tackle them now. To support larger
populations, we need to secure access to the
basic necessities of life—food and water. This
requires an increase in food production along
with a change in the way we divide water
resources. Achieving this is a major challenge
in itself. Diamond believes that a revolution in
science will achieve these ambitions.
Populations grow fastest in less-developed
countries. There is a complex interplay
between birth rate, child mortality and the
need for new generations to look after the
old. Part of the solution must be improved
education about hygiene, contraception and
maternity care, leading to smaller, healthier
families. These are among the goals of the
UN’s Education For All programme. Professor
Diamond is actively involved in Immpact, a
global research initiative for the evaluation
of safe motherhood intervention strategies.
Immpact aims to reduce maternal mortality
in poor countries. Professor Wendy Graham,
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leading the Immpact project has said; “The rate
of population growth in the future responds
to actions we take today. But we don’t need
to control people to slow population growth;
we need to meet their needs for universal
access to family planning and reproductive
health services. This will improve the health
of women and children, while also helping
to increase people’s resilience to growing
environmental challenges.”
Others take a less optimistic view. Cornell
University Professor David Pimentel has
stated that the Earth can sustainably support
two billion people, if each person consumes
the same amount of resources as the average
European. There are many estimates for
this magic number, given different resource
consumptions, ranging from 300 million
to 150 billion. Reportedly, an area the size
of 36 football pitches is being converted to
agricultural land every minute and loss of
these areas is resulting in irrevocable loss of
biodiversity. There is a finite quantity of land
on the planet. Given limited space, do we have
the right to destroy other species to allow for
our continued growth?
If we are pessimistic, we do not have
enough resources, space or resilience to
meet the challenges we face. If we believe the
optimists, a combination of new technologies,
increased food production and better
education will support a larger population. ■
Sonja Klein is a final-year biology undergraduate
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R E ACH I N G R ESE A RCH ERS

Einstein’s Grandma
Einstein said, “You do not really understand something unless you can
explain it to your grandmother.” Scientists can and do, finds gina maffey

‘Ge

ek chic’ is cool, citizen science is
booming and there is even a ‘rock
star’ scientific heart-throb (aka Brian Cox).
Science is no longer banished to the laboratory,
and it seems everyone is out to explain it to
their grandmother. So if you are an amateur
anthropologist, a spare time statistician or
just have an interest in science what can you
do to satisfy your desire for data?
2012 may be the year that the Olympics
come to London, but it is also the year that
Science comes to Aberdeen. In recognition
of the high level of research taking place, the
University will play host to the ‘British Science
Festival’, attracting leading researchers and
individuals with an interest in science from
all over the country. However, there are
science-based events that occur regularly
right across Aberdeenshire: Café Scientifique,
Skeptics in the Pub, Techfest and WORD
to name but a few. These events are largely
overseen by the Public Engagement with
Science Unit at the University of Aberdeen,
and you can find information about all these
on our events page (p4). Aside from these
events, there are ways to access the prolific
outpouring of research from institutions all
over the world; although finding the truth out
there can be difficult.

PU B L ICAT I O N, PU B L ICAT I O N, PU B L ICAT I O N

“

twitter
is overrun with
researchers
sharing
their news,
views and
comments.

”
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Specialist publications like Au provide a
taster of what is going on in the scientific
arena, and allow a glimpse into the vast vault of
scientific publications that exist. However, some
magazines and newspapers are not as factually
correct as Au and can publish ‘findings’ from
research papers that are either a) incorrect
b) not actually published in a peer-reviewed
journal or c) years out of date. Magazines and
newspapers very rarely provide links to the
original scientific paper, and even when they
do access to these journals is limited as the vast
majority are not freely accessible.
So why can we not get access to accurate,
up-to-date research? Researchers are faced
with a problem when it comes to sharing their
work. On the one hand, sharing ideas, data and
information with others can speed up scientific
discoveries and prevent duplication of work—it
helps the ‘greater good’. On the other hand,
researchers run the risk of other people stealing
their ideas, data and information and gaining
all the credit for many years of hard work.
Furthermore, if work is published anywhere

prior to presentation to a scientific journal the
research will be rejected, and the researcher’s
reputation harmed—what use is the greater
good if you find yourself unemployed?
Ultimately, for a ‘citizen scientist’, this can
mean that getting hold of original research
is near impossible. However, all of this is
beginning to change.

WO R L D WI D E WE B
In a recent article in Nature (Peer review: Trial
by Twitter), Apoorva Mandavilli commented on
the increasing number of research papers that
are being scrutinized online in blogs, Twitter
and other forms of social media. This almost
instantaneous critical feedback is inclusive and
freely available. Articles like Mandavilli’s have
sparked calls for a change in the system, with
some going as far as to demand that all original
research papers be made freely available to all.
Outside of academia, web pages, blogs,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and even YouTube
are fast becoming interactive areas for scientists
and public alike. Just a quick Internet search can
lead you to all manner of pontifications on life,
the universe and everything, from individuals
excited, frustrated and perplexed by science. But
when meandering blog entries don’t appeal then
jumping on the band wagon of other established
networking sites may be more your thing.
Social webspaces such as Facebook, may not
immediately strike you as the most appropriate
forum to comment on scientific studies.
Nevertheless, there are a growing number
of journals and groups that keep subscribers
regularly informed of their news using these
tools. Unlike blogs these sites are not the place
for lengthy, explorative deliberations, but allow
you to gain a snapshot of issues and discussions
around key pieces of research.
If you’re really short on time you can take
micro blogging to the extreme and join the most
popular innovation in social media in the last
5 years. Twitter is over-run with researchers
sharing their news, views and comments. Here,
you can get instant updates on their thoughts
and in some cases have real-time interaction
with high profile researchers. Restricted to just
140 characters, messages become short and
sweet, but allow large numbers of individuals
to simultaneously debate contentious topics.
Who knows what kind of fury of replies
Einstein’s 87-character comment would have
sparked if it had been made available to all. ■_
Gina Maffey is a PhD student in ecology

Like this? Visit www.aumag.co.uk
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F I E L D D AY

Counting Starlings
For the first of our introductions to scientific life, join
ecology doctoral student daisy brickhill in the field

I

am a PhD student working on a population
of starlings on the tiny isolated island of Fair
Isle, halfway between Orkney and Shetland.
Populations are complex things, whichever
way you look at them, but you might think
I have set myself one of the easier tasks:
counting. Simply counting. Simply: “Look at
that starling flock over there; there are eight
of them”. The thing is that the count of eight
doesn’t stand alone. Looking across time
we see that two years ago there were 37 in
this flock. Looking across space we see that
a neighbouring flock has a count of five this
year but this second flock is only sustained by
birds moving here from the first flock. This
only happens in more productive years, like
two years ago, when there were 37 of them.
Patterns like this, across time and space
and when the two interact, are crucially
important. Information about the numbers
of births, deaths and movements to and from
a population answers vital questions. What
makes a population decline or grow? Why
can some populations bounce back from very
small numbers while others go extinct? The
final and most important question, in this
time of global change, is what state will the
population be in next year and in years to
come?
Knowledge of these simple processes,
however, requires long, hard, muddy days
in the field over a long period of time. The
Starling Project team on Fair Isle has suffered
many a blistered foot, sunburnt nose and on
one occasion even a coastguard call-out over
the thirty years it has been running. The
busiest period of fieldwork is late May, when
the starling chicks are about 12 days old. The
team tramps around the island, up to the
hilly heathery north and down to the green
sheltered south, looking for starling nests.
Fair Isle has no trees—the brisk Shetland
wind puts paid to anything larger than a
shrub—so here the starlings nest in dry stone
walls built by crofters. As we go, we count
the numbers of chicks, then gently remove
them from the nest and give them coloured
leg rings so that when we see them again we
will know how old they are and where they
were hatched. All this effort enables us to
understand the system right from the level
of a single individual to the population as a

whole.
My research centres on the
spatial nature of populations
and whether on such a small
scale as a 15 km² island we
can really find differences
between areas which may
affect the population. The
first inkling is that some
groups of nests seem to raise
fewer chicks than others, so
my questions now are: why
this is; and how might it
affect the population as a
whole?
To answer the first
question, I need to imagine
that I’m a starling and
try to spot what makes a
good nest site by grubbing around counting
the soil invertebrates that constitute a meal.
Imagining that I’m an entire population of
starlings is less easy but just as important if
I am to understand effects at the population
level. For example, if some nest sites are
better than others, do the starlings know? If
so, they should respond by always making
for the best site available; in consequence
the population will be buffered against
extinction because in times of low numbers
those remaining have the pick of the best
sites. If not, however, extinction may be much
more likely as, unwittingly, starling pairs
struggle on in their substandard sites.
As the starlings turn and weave in the sky
above me, I check over my battered, grubby
notebook full of the many different attributes
we are interested in within this little
population. Soon this slightly smudged scrawl
will be looking pristine and authoritative in
a database alongside many previous years’
work. It is at that point, looking at the database
full of information on different birds in
different areas at different times, that I start
to feel as if I’ve got a swirling flock of data on
my hands. Teasing out the mass of changing
patterns is not going to be an easy task, but an
understanding of how populations respond
to the world around them will always be
invaluable, whatever the future may bring. ■

“

knowlege
of these
simple
processes
requires
long, hard,
muddy days
in the field
over a long
period of
time.

”

Daisy Brickhill is a PhD student in ecology
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INTERVIEW

The Cosmic Comic
Scientific comedian Helen Keen talks to heather doran

“

a lot of
people
involved in
the early
days of space
travel were,
like, really
odd!

”

He

len’s show, It IS rocket science is a
humorous look at the people involved
in space exploration. It was recently aired on
BBC Radio 4 and has been performed at the
Edinburgh Fringe. I caught up with Helen in
Aberdeen where she did a short version of her
show for “Skeptics in the Pub” in March.
Who’s your favourite person in space
exploration?
I’m a massive fan of Sergei Korolev. He
was unknown during his lifetime because
the Soviets thought the West might try to
assassinate him. But he had an extraordinary
life—from being imprisoned in a gulag to
becoming chief designer of the Soviet space
programme—the man behind the first man in
space. When you look at the shoe-string nature
of the Soviet operation, it becomes clear how
much sheer willpower must’ve been needed
from Korolev to get everything off the ground.
(We actually talked rather little about him on
the radio. It’s harder to make jokes about a real
inspiration than, say, the American scientist
Jack Parsons, who performed “black magick”
in his garage…)
Have you ever met a space scientist/astronaut?
If you did, what would you ask them?
Sadly, no astronauts. I see that Colonel
Al Worden is talking in Glasgow in May and
I’d love to meet him—or just stare at him!—
because he performed the first deep-space
spacewalk, about 200,000 miles from Earth.
I have met lots of space scientists, though. I
did a few shows at the Fringe with ex-nasa
astrophysicist Dr. Sophia Khan. This year, I
also met Reg Turnill (legendary bbc space
commentator & journalist), which was pretty
amazing. I asked him what all the great
figures of the space race were really like,
because he’d known them all!
What sparked your interest in space?
I was interested as a kid, particularly in the
moon. I remember Halley’s Comet going over
and finding it absolutely fascinating. Also, (and
this may sound a bit strange) the Carpenters
song Calling Occupants of Interplanetary
Craft really charmed and delighted me when
I was five or six.

H E L E N O F J OY_
The face that launched a thousand quips_
_CREDIT: CLAES GELLERBRINK_

Why turn that interest into a comedy show?
However funny they are, listening to anyone
talking for an hour is potentially quite trying,
so when I put my first show together I decided
to talk about something I was passionate and
enthusiastic about, and which had a narrative

to it, not just strung-together stand-up. It helps
that a lot of the people involved in the early
days of space travel were both struggling to
attain their dreams and, like, really odd!
Science rarely mixes with comedy. Did people
take you seriously at first?
People from science backgrounds have
been incredibly enthusiastic and supportive.
I’d like to think this is because I made a big
effort to get the facts right, so that those people
weren’t sitting in the audience and wincing.
As for the comedy scene, the wonderful thing
about the Fringe is that people are willing to
take chances on odd ideas, and see something
as peculiar as a show about the history of space
rockets. I think I’d have met with bewilderment
if I’d been doing the show at a “mainstream”
comedy club on a Friday night. But in general,
there’s massive love and enthusiasm for space,
even from people you wouldn’t usually regard
as interested in science.
You studied English at uni, and Au will be
distributed at the WORD festival. Any favourite
space-related books or quotations?
I often re-read The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy, like everyone should! My dad was
a postman and had a seemingly endless stock
of poems and songs that he used to go over
on his round. He’d quote Walter de la Mare’s
The-Ride-By-Nights to me when we were out
looking for Halley’s Comet. I still look up at the
stars and reflexively think, “Ah, ‘where Sirius
barks behind huge Orion’”.
What’s next for Helen Keen?
With any luck, I’ll be hosting a couple
of Spacetackulars! on the pbh Free Fringe
in Edinburgh this year with Matt Brown.
They’ll be science/comedy/tinfoil-costume
extravaganzas, where people will use
memorabilia—airfix space shuttles, Star Wars
posters, moon boots, whatever—to talk about
space. I’m also a guest on the Infinite Monkeys
tour with Robin Ince, Brian Cox, Simon Singh
and Ben Goldacre. And I’m just starting (very
slowly!) to write a new show about robots
and The Future. I’ll be taking that to a few
festivals (not Edinburgh this year) as a workin-progress.
Finally, do you believe that humans really went
to the moon?
Of course not – they filmed it in a quarry
outside Woking. Haven’t you seen the important
and convincing evidence all over YouTube? ;) ■
Heather Doran is a PhD student in neuroscience
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B L A N K S L AT E The misinterpretation of Mars has a long history

EARTH

MARS

PHOBOS

DEMOS

MOON

SECRETS OF
THE RED PLANET
We’ve never found life on Mars. But what if we’ve been
looking in the wrong place? sean mcmahon digs deeper

Im

aginary martians have intrigued,
excited and terrified mankind for
hundreds of years. Since the invention of the
telescope, Mars’ dramatic surface features—
more easily observed than nebulous Venus
and monochrome Mercury—have invited
comparison with Earth: ice caps that grow
and shrink over the year, mottled greenish
swathes resembling forests or oceans, and
vast parallel canyons once thought to be
alien canals. In fact, H.G. Wells’ vision of an
advanced martian civilisation was in keeping
with the scientific consensus of his day: Mars
bore the hallmarks of habitation.
As the twentieth century progressed, of
course, the consensus changed. In 1965, the
American probe Mariner 4 returned the first
close-up images of Mars. They revealed a
lifeless wasteland more like the moon than
the Earth. The abundance of craters showed
that no sedimentary, volcanic or platetectonic processes had repaved the landscape
for hundreds of millions of years. Further
missions in the ‘60s and ‘70s compounded the
disappointment, culminating in the Viking
experiments on martian soil chemistry,
which found no traces of life, although
some tests were inconclusive. Millions of
measurements and photographs later, we
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know that those greenish swathes are made
of basalt, and those canyons are just canyons.
The little green men—or microbes—remain
elusive.
But we’ve also learned that Mars wasn’t
always so unwelcoming. In its early
history, Mars had a warm surface, a dense
atmosphere, rain, snow, rivers and oceans
of water, highly active volcanoes and maybe
even plate tectonics. When life appeared on
Earth around 3.5 billion years ago, the two
planets were very much alike. Many of the
ingredients required by theoretical scenarios
for the origin of life on Earth, down to
particular clay minerals and volcanic gases,
were available on the martian surface at the
same time. In short, Mars could easily have
taken on a life of its own.
The two worlds grew apart, however, as
the heat of their formation ebbed away. On
Mars, which is only 1/6th the size of Earth,
core temperatures fell below the threshold
required to maintain a planetary magnetic
field. Without this protection, most of the
atmosphere was skimmed into space by the
‘solar wind’ of charged particles from the sun.
As atmospheric pressure collapsed, the oceans
simply boiled away. And with no atmospheric
heat trap, surface temperatures plummeted.
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LO ST WO R L D Dry river valleys on Mars

SOURCE: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum)

L I F E O N T HE EDG E
Today, the surface of Mars is profoundly
hostile: cold, dry, oxidising and continuously
exposed to sterilising solar and cosmic
radiation. Could life survive? We can only
guess, of course, at the limitations of alien
organisms whose basic biochemistry could
be radically unfamiliar.
An easier question is whether any earthly
creatures have adapted to similar conditions.
The answer is ‘yes’. Extremophiles, microbes
that define the physical and chemical limits
of life as we know it, have evolved in Earth’s
nastiest environments, including salt lakes,
deserts, glaciers, (very) hot springs and even
the heavy water in nuclear reactors. Coldloving bacteria, for example, use ‘anti-freeze’
molecules to remain active down to around
–15 °C, and can survive even when completely
frozen, reanimating in warmer spells.
They’d certainly survive martian surface
temperatures, which average –50 °C but can
be as warm as +30 °C. Radiation doses are also
within the tolerance of known extremophiles
like the hardy Deinococcus radiodurans,
nicknamed ‘Conan the Bacterium’, which
even survives in a vacuum.
Lack of liquid water is a more serious
problem. Because of its unique physical
properties, it is almost certainly an essential
prerequisite for biochemistry; water may be
the ultimate limiting factor. Although Mars
supports extensive permafrost, glaciers and
polar ice caps of water and carbon dioxide,
any liquid water on the surface today would
rapidly freeze or sublime into vapour. Where
rock or ice provide an insulating cover,
however, liquid water could persist. The dry
valleys of Antarctica are a possible analogue:
among the most arid places on Earth, they
are almost completely sterile except where
liquid water is preserved inside rocks and
glaciers. In these miniature oases, ironand sulphur-metabolising bacteria thrive.
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So perhaps the obstacles presented by the
martian surface are less difficult than they
once appeared, at least to Earth’s most robust
forms of life. That’s why governments feel
justified in committing billions of dollars to
more experiments on martian soil in 2018.
But in more ways than one, such experiments
only scratch the surface. What if life could
avoid those obstacles altogether by hiding
deep underground, where temperatures are
high enough for abundant long-term liquid
water, and where layers of rock exclude
ionising radiation and oxidising gas?

“

what if
life could
avoid these
obstacles
by hiding
underground?

”

D I GGI N G D EEPER
Over the past few decades, a quiet revolution
has taken place in our understanding of life
on Earth, or rather in Earth: we’ve discovered
that the global biosphere extends downwards
under our feet through thousands of metres
of rock. Microorganisms have been recovered
from groundwater at three kilometres’ depth
in a South African gold mine; even hot oil
accumulating far below the seafloor turns
out to host distinct microbial strains. In
2010, rocks from the deepest layer of the
oceanic crust were found to host a microbial
menagerie. The crust gets hotter as it gets
deeper, so the ‘deep biosphere’ probably ends
where temperatures reach the maximum
that life can survive, in theory around 150 °C.
If so, it could contain a greater biomass than
the world’s rainforests.
In the absence of sunlight and organic
remains from the surface, the deep biosphere
relies on alternative sources of fuel. These
include the hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
methane and other hydrocarbons produced
when rocks in the deep crust react chemically
with hot water. Methane—best known as
the main component of natural gas—is
particularly significant, providing energy
and carbon to a diverse range of bacteria

Like this? Visit www.aumag.co.uk
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collectively known as methanotrophs.
Other microbes, methanogens like those in
animals’ guts, feed on the hydrogen, carbon
dioxide and organic molecules generated
by the same reactions, producing additional
methane. Strategies like these underpin a
globally distributed, metabolically diverse
subterranean ecosystem, ultimately reliant
on heat-driven geochemical reactions. Do
similar reactions occur in the depths of the
martian crust? If so, Mars’ hostile surface
is the wrong place to look for life; hiding
below is an ideal environment with liquid
water, carbon, warmth, radiation-shielding,
protection from the oxidising atmosphere
and abundant sources of chemical
energy.

burning up of meteorites. This means
that even if martian methane is not being
produced by microbes, it could come from
the same geochemical reactions that support
Earth’s deep biosphere. The discovery of
methane could be our first encounter with
life on Mars, or it could help us pinpoint the
best place yet to look for it.

T H E S M O KI N G
GU N?
In 2004, scientists working on the
latest data from Mars discovered
something unexpected and exciting.
Not another patch of frozen water on
the surface (how many times have
we seen that headline?), but a small
amount of methane in the atmosphere.
To see why this matters, consider that
ninety percent of Earth’s atmospheric
methane is formed directly by microbial
methanogens. Most of the remainder comes
from the geochemical reactions that support
methanotrophs in the deep biosphere.
Three tantalising details have emerged
in the race to analyse and understand this
result. First, the methane must be new: it
can only last for a few hundred years before
it is chemically destroyed by atmospheric
gases and ultraviolet light. Second, it is
seasonal: the signal is always stronger in the
northern-hemisphere summer, suggesting a
yearly replenishment. Third, concentrations
are much higher over narrow geographical
regions, implying that the methane is
released from particular geological systems
rather than atmospheric chemistry or the

METHANE ON MARS
Atmospheric methane distribution (SOURCE: NASA)

As ever, we need more data. The next nasa and
European Space Agency (esa) missions will
map the distribution of methane and provide
new details of surface geology and chemistry,
which might include evidence for deep
subsurface processes. Our understanding
of Mars will change again as surely as it has
changed before. Maybe the red planet is as
barren as its dusty surface suggests. Or maybe
Mars is hiding a spectacular secret: alien life.

T H E A B ER D EEN CO N N ECT I O N
As the search for life on Mars widens, or
rather deepens, to include the possibility
of a deep biosphere, we strike a technical
challenge. Drilling through thousands of
metres of rock is difficult enough on Earth;
on Mars it will remain impossible for the
foreseeable future. Instead, University of
Aberdeen scientists are working out how
evidence of a deep biosphere might appear
in old rocks exposed on the surface. With
funding from the Science & Technology
Facilities Council on behalf of esa, geologist
Professor John Parnell and microbiologist

Dr. Gail Ferguson are leading research
into deep methane-metabolisers and their
associated geology. By studying rocks
from Earth’s oceanic crust, they hope
to establish how they retain and release
methane, and how well they can support
living methanogens and methanotrophs.
Experiments will also determine how these
microbes are affected by the pressure and
temperature conditions of deep martian crust,
and what kind of lasting evidence they might
leave for future Mars missions to detect. ■

Sean McMahon is a PhD student supervised by John Parnell and Gail Ferguson.
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A Rose by Any Other Name?
Evidence is mounting that language can influence perception.
gwendolyne knight welcomes the return of a powerful old theory

Wo

rds swirl around constantly in
my head. Plans for the day,
phrases from emails and conversations,
philosophical musings... all expressed
silently but, nevertheless, verbally. Because
I’m multilingual, these thoughts can appear
in any one of the languages I speak or even
strange combinations of them all. But does
this ability to think and speak using more
than one vocabulary (wortschatz, one would
say in German, or ‘word wealth’) mean that
I also have access to more ideas? In other
words, does a person think differently when
using a different language? Recent findings
in psychology indicate that the language you
use may indeed influence how you perceive
the world, even if you use more than one.

“

can multilingual
people access more
ideas?

”

The idea that language influences
perception is by no means new. Writers
and philosophers have long considered the
issue; even Charlemagne remarked, “to
have a second language is to have a second
soul”. Discussion in academic circles began
with Yale psychologists Edward Sapir and
Benjamin Lee Whorf, who claimed in the
1940s that we “see and hear and otherwise
experience very largely as we do because
the language habits of our community
predispose certain choices of interpretation”.
Little supporting evidence was found,
however, and by the 1970s, the hypothesis
had been strongly and universally rejected.
It lay forgotten and ignored; any attempt to
revive it could damage an academic career.
After decades of disregard, however,
scholars are now returning to Sapir and
Whorf’s ideas. A new body of empirical
research appears to support their original
conclusions.

S E CRET AGENTS
A 2011 study by Fausey and Boroditsky
compares English and Spanish speakers to
see how an interesting linguistic difference
affects their recall of accidental events.
English tends to identify the agent or ‘doer’
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B A B E L’ S S H A D OW Peter Bruegel’s Tower of Babel (c.1563)
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“

do your
preferences
depend on
the language
in which
they are
framed?

”

of an action more directly than Spanish; for
example, if a man knocked a vase off of a
table by accident, English-speakers would
say “The man broke the vase”, whereas
Spanish speakers would say “Se rompió el
florero”, which translates roughly as “the
vase broke” or “the vase broke itself”. To see
whether this linguistic difference influences
perception, Fausey and Boroditsky played
films of intentional and accidental versions
of the same events (e.g. breaking a vase,
popping a balloon) to English- and Spanishspeaking audiences, and then asked them,
“What happened?” (“¿Qué pasó?”). They found
that while Spanish- and English-speakers
described the intentional events similarly,
when it came to the accidental events,
English-speakers appeared to apportion
blame significantly more often than Spanishspeakers.

IS LUCK A L A D Y?
Another recent study (Segel and Boroditsky,
2010) sought to determine whether the
gender of nouns in an artist’s native tongue
influenced the personification of those nouns
in his or her works of art. In French, for
example, love (l’amour) is masculine, while
in German, love (die liebe) is feminine. Using
the database artstor, they gathered digital
examples of paintings by Italian, French
and German artists featuring the human
personification of concepts like love, justice
and even geometry. In 78% of cases, the
gender of the human figure agreed with the
gender of the concept in the artist’s language;
love is a lady in German and a gentleman in
French.

T WO L A N GUAGES,
T WO M I N DS?
If each language comes with a different
set of perceptions, do a person’s preferences
change depending on the language in which
they are framed? Such preferences might
be implicit in the language itself, unknown
to the speaker. A 2010 study by Ogunnaike
and colleagues tested Moroccans who were
bilingual in French and Arabic. When tested
in French, the participants tended to associate
French names with positive traits, but when
tested in Arabic, they preferred Arabic
names. Following the test, the participants
were asked about their attitudes towards
France and Morocco, French and Moroccan
people, and the French and Arabic languages.
Fascinatingly, most stated that they preferred
Morocco, the Arabic language and Moroccan
people, although they had automatically
preferred French names when taking the test
in French. Commenting on their own similar
study (2010), Danziger and Ward write,
“Bilingual people may think about their social
world in different ways, depending on their
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current language context”.

TE L L I N G TH E TI M E
One fundamental feature of our thinking
about the world is our spatial representation
of the passage of time. In English, for
example, we say that time “goes by” or
“stands still”. Experiments have shown that,
asked to arrange chronologically a set of
cards showing a person in three stages of
life, English speakers arrange them from
left to right. Mandarin Chinese speakers, on
the other hand, represent the flow of time
vertically, following the Chinese writing
system.
What about people who are bilingual
in two languages with different spatial
representations of time? Miles and
colleagues (2010) reasoned that EnglishMandarin bilinguals might be able to support
two separate timelines. They asked English
monolinguals
and
English-Mandarin
bilinguals to classify images—past or future—
as quickly as possible. Although tested in
English, the English-Mandarin bilinguals
classified the images quickly if they appeared
either vertically or horizontally, while the
English monolinguals responded quickly
only when the pictures appeared horizontally.
Next, bilingual participants received cards
showing either Brad Pitt or Jet Li at three
stages of age, and were asked to arrange
them chronologically. When the cards
suggested an English-language context
(Brad Pitt), participants tended to arrange the
cards horizontally, but when they suggested
a Mandarin-language context (Jet Li), they
were more likely to arrange the cards
vertically, even when tested in English.
This has important implications for
bilingual speakers. Studies have shown that
life-long bilinguals are better able to initiate
appropriate actions and inhibit actions which
are not appropriate: a person who speaks
more than one language has every language
active all the time, and must constantly
inhibit the inappropriate languages to speak
and think using the appropriate one. Miles
and colleagues’ results show, however, that
bilinguals have the potential to access
concepts from one language when tested in
another, depending on the social context.
It seems to me that Sapir and Whorf were
right: my languages shape not only the
expression of my thoughts, but the thoughts
themselves.
Perceptions,
preferences,
interpretations of events, and even the
conception of time depend on the form of
words with which we are familiar. And while
multilingual people like me can access
different fundamental ideas, our preferences
are swayed by the linguistic context in which
we think. Results like these are new and there
is clearly much to be done. Already though,
we have an answer to Shakespeare: a rose by
some other name might not smell as sweet! ■
Gwendolyne Knight is an archaeology MA student
Full references are online at www.aumag.co.uk
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Mind Games
Exercise feels good, but what can it do for your brain?
Fitness enthusiast jemma ransom works it out

Sp

ring is upon us, and I expect many of
us are turning our thoughts towards
the summer months. If you are
anything like me you might be wondering
how best to beat the lingering Christmas and
New Year overindulgences and get back into
that bikini. As such, I found myself at 6:30am
this morning, gym card in hand and new
training shoes in tow, bounding energetically
towards the nearest exercise bike. To my
surprise, I am not the only intrepid explorer
into the world of exercise to be found working
out at such an unreasonable hour. In fact
there are several aspiring Linford Christies
limbering up on neighbouring treadmills. So
what is it that keeps fitness enthusiasts like
me motivated throughout the year?
The mood-enhancing effects of exercise
have long been reported anecdotally. The
so-called “exercise high” is by no means a
new phenomenon. But what is the effect of
exercise on our brains? And could a better
understanding of the link between physical
fitness and the brain have therapeutic value?
The biggest change that occurs in the
brains of physically active individuals is an
increase in the volume of the hippocampus,
a region of the brain vital for learning and
memory. Recent studies have found an
association between the volume of this
structure and aerobic
fitness.
In
elderly
subjects, higher fitness
levels were found to
correspond to larger
hippocampal volumes.
In turn, this results in
improved performance
in memory tasks when
compared to subjects
with lower fitness levels
(Erickson et al. 2009). A similar effect was
found amongst a group of preadolescent
children suggesting that exercise is of benefit
to learning and memory throughout life
(Chaddock et al. 2010).
In depression and Alzheimer’s disease
the hippocampus shrinks. Given the effect
on exercise on the structure and function of
the hippocampus, many scientists have asked
whether exercise may have therapeutic
potential forthese diseases. Here, the
evidence is more controversial.
Several authors have found that exercise
has mild positive effects on the symptoms of

“

depression (Mead et al. 2010; Sjösten & Kivellä
2006). In the elderly, an effect comparable
to that achieved with antidepressant drug
treatment has been observed in group
exercise classes (Blumenthal et al. 2007). The
physiological mechanisms by which these
effects occur, and the type and “dose” of
exercise required is unknown, but it
is likely that exercise will eventually
be a mainstay for the treatment of
depression.
It is widely reported that
people who are more
active in early and
mid-life are less likely
to develop dementia
in old age. Moreover,
physical activity in the
elderly has been associated
with a reduced rate of cognitive
decline (Lautenschlager et al. 2008).
Elderly individuals who engage in
physical activity have lower levels
of Alzheimer’s disease biomarkers
in their cerebral spinal fluid (Liang et al.
2010). Additionally in transgenic mouse
models of Alzheimer’s disease, treadmill
running reduces the rate of learning and
memory decline, an effect which parallels
enhancement in a process called long term
potentiation. This governs
the level of connectivity
between brain cells, and
their ability to re-wire new
connections in response to
changes in the environment
which is thought to be vital
to working memory (Liu
et al. 2010). It is clear that
aerobic exercise throughout
life reduces the risk of
developing dementia in old-age. The National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
recommends physical activity as a parallel
intervention in Alzheimer’s disease.
Exercise has benefits for the whole body.
Its therapeutic potential in psychological
and neurodegenerative diseases remains
controversial. It is clear that physical
fitness has a positive effect on our brains,
improving our mood and enhancing
learning and memory. So as I rejoin my
fellow athletes in the gym tomorrow
morning, I can rest assured that the early
start to my day is well worth the effort. ■

it is clear that
physical fitness
has a positive
effect on mood,
learning, and
memory.
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Jemma Ransom is a PhD student in Medical Sciences
Full references are online at www.aumag.co.uk

A B OV E | In this view of the
underside of the human brain, the
red blobs show the approximate
location of the hippocampus.
B E LOW | A mouse hippocampus
highlighting neurons in blue and red.
CREDIT: DR. KIRSTY SHEARER
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The Wonder Weed?
Cannabis: menace or medicine, asks heather doran

La

“

how
can we
ensure that
medicinal
cannabis
will not
cause these
detrimental
effects?

”
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tex gloves, a white lab coat and an
expression of intense concentration.
This is not your stereotypical
image of a cannabis user, but
it is one. Scientific researchers
from all over the globe are devoting
their time to uncovering the secrets
of cannabis. If you are able to believe
the hype, cannabis can relieve pain,
prevent infection by hiv and fight cancer.
In the uk, the first medicinal license for
a cannabis-based medicine, Sativex, was
granted in 2010, yet cannabis remains an
illegal substance. So, is it medicine
or menace?
The human body regulates
appetite, pain, mood and memory by
using small chemicals as messengers.
Like we use language to communicate, the
body uses chemicals to talk. It just happens
that the cannabis plant produces hundreds of
substances that are very similar in structure
to the body’s own messengers. These alien
messengers can infiltrate the system; this is
why some cannabis users experience ‘The
Giggles’, ‘The Munchies’ and feelings of
relaxation. Scientists are trying to exploit this
infiltration of the messenger system to correct
problems in the human body. Research
on the vast numbers of these compounds
produced by the cannabis plant (collectively
called cannabinoids) is still in its infancy, but
the future looks promising. Sativex is the first
cannabis-based licensed drug, and it has been
proven through extensive clinical trials to
ease the pain and muscle problems associated
with Multiple Sclerosis (ms) and cancer pain.
All the benefits scientific researchers are
alluding to cannot be accessed by simply
smoking a joint; the messengers need to be
extracted, isolated and their levels controlled;
just as the same words mean different things
in different sentences.
But cannabis in its recreational form has
a dark side; psychosis, schizophrenia and
depression have all been associated with its
use. How can we ensure that cannabis as a
medicine will not cause these detrimental
effects? At the moment, the level of risk
cannabis presents has not been clearly
established. As part of the Café Controversial
series in Aberdeen, Professor Ruth Ross from
the University of Aberdeen compared the link
between cannabis and mental illness to that
between smoking and lung cancer: “It is a wellestablished fact now that smoking is linked to
lung cancer. However, this view took many
years and extensive research was required
to prove the link as not all smokers develop
lung cancer.” Long-term, large-scale studies

are needed to prove this link and there are a
number of reasons why it is difficult to make
conclusions from older studies on cannabis
use. Firstly, mental health issues do not show
up on an X-ray like a tumour. Categorisation
and diagnosis of mental illness is extremely
complex, which makes data difficult to gather,
analyse and quantify. Secondly, if you smoke
cannabis and then develop a mental health
problem, it does not necessarily follow that
cannabis is the cause. A famous study of
50,000 Swedish conscripts noted that smoking
cannabis at the age of conscription doubled
the risk of schizophrenia in the ensuing 15
years. Another study showed that 10% of those
who had used cannabis between the ages of
15 and 18 were diagnosed with schizophrenia
at the age 26, compared to 3% who had not.
Studies like these highlight an association
between cannabis use at a young age and
schizophrenia, but this correlation does not
imply cause and effect. The situation is more
complex, as this quote in The Times from
Dr Paddy Power, consultant psychiatrist at
Lambeth Hospital explains:
“It would be wrong to say that cannabis
alone causes psychosis, It’s a bit like saying
someone had a heart attack because of a
stressful incident when they also ate too much
fatty food, took too little exercise and smoked.
In much the same way, using cannabis can
be a major contributory factor in the onset of
psychosis.”
Another complicating factor is the type
of cannabis available. Recent research has
suggested that one particular substance
produced by cannabis, cannabidiol (cbd), can
act as an antipsychotic and could even be used
to treat schizophrenia. The active ingredient
in Sativex is tetrahydrocannabidol (thc); it
is responsible for the “high” experienced by
recreational users of cannabis. But Sativex
contains a tightly regulated ratio of thc to
cbd. In recreational cannabis, the levels of
thc and cbd is not controlled. It is known that
one form of recreational cannabis, ‘skunk’,
contains very little cbd. However, much of
the research available to date does not take
these ratios or levels into account, making it
difficult to determine what is responsible for
the detrimental effects.
What is clear is that cannabis as a medicine
needs to be separated from cannabis
as a recreational drug. The individual
messengers need to be investigated in
more detail and only through further
research will we be able to decipher the
language of cannabis, both good and bad. ■

Heather Doran is a PhD student in pharmacology
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GUEST ARTICLE

Patently Absurd
If necessity is the mother of invention, some people have some very
strange needs indeed. dr allison ross of Bitesize Bio explains

Wh

at is a patent? Well, apart
from something that I always
dreaded having to read as a researcher,
it’s a very important document if you’re
working on a project with commercial
interests involved. If the aim of your
research is to develop a new medical
device, material or drug for example,
then trawling the patents database
becomes an almost daily activity,
an activity that can throw up some
surprising results.
Before we look at some of the
inventions I’ve found, here’s the
official definition of a patent from the
Intellectual Property Office. It states,
“A patent protects new inventions and
covers how things work, what they do,
how they do it, what they are made of
and how they are made. It gives the
owner the right to prevent others from
making, using, importing or selling the
invention without permission”. Phew!
The official guidelines also state
that “...an invention just has to be
novel, non-obvious, and useful”. The
invention should be novel? The first
two in my list most certainly are not,
and it seems that patents falling short
of basic requirements can still slip
through the net… Here are some of
the more, shall we say, “entertaining”
examples that highlight why trusting
a patent may be something you think
twice about.

1. Method of Swinging a Swing
us patent 6368227

A method of swing
ing on a swing is
disclosed, in which
a user positioned
on a standard
swing suspended
by two chains from
a substantially horizontal tree branch
induces side to side motion by pulling
alternately on one chain and then the other.
This passes as a novel invention—
yes, really. I’m pretty sure we all had
a hand in inventing this when we were
kids.
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2. Method of Exercising a Cat
us patent 5443036

A method for inducing cats to exercise
consists of directing a beam of invisible
light produced by a hand-held laser
apparatus onto the floor or wall or
other opaque surface in the vicinity of
the cat, then moving the laser so as to
cause the bright pattern of light to move
in an irregular way fascinating to cats,
and to any other animal with a chase
instinct.
I’ll bet the inventor of this one
thought he was onto a winner with this
amazing method of exercising a cat
while sitting in your armchair, armed
with just a laser pen.
This is an astonishing example of
a patent being granted for something
that is obviously not novel—since
it appears that the patent office has
essentially granted the same patent
several times: US Patent 6505576—Pet
Toy; US Patent 6557495—Laser Pet
Toy; US Patent 6651591—Automatic
laser pet toy and exerciser; US Patent
6701872—Method and apparatus for
automatically exercising a curious
animal. And the difference is?
The next three examples of
brilliantly useless inventions are proof
indeed that patented inventions are not
necessarily commercially viable.

3. Light Buble Changer
us patent 6826983

A light bulb changer method and
apparatus that contains components
that allows for instantly detecting
a burned out light, automatically
removing the burned out light, and
automatically replacing the burned out
light with a replacement bulb.
How many inventors does it take to
change a light bulb? None—now that
the ludicrously complicated automatic
light bulb changer is here.

4. Motorized Ice Cream Cone
us patent 5971829

A novelty amusement
eating receptacle for
supporting,
rotating
and sculpting a portion
of ice cream or similarly
malleable food while
it is being consumed…
rotationally
feeding
its contents against a
person’s
outstretched
tongue.

All of the fun of an ice cream cone, but
none of the work: just stick your tongue
out, turn on the motorised ice cream
cone and enjoy. Gee thanks! Would you
buy one?
Now this one might
actually be a winner!
5. Beerbrella
It has become an
us patent 6637447
internet phenomenon,
appearing in Reader’s
The present invention provides Digest, Smithsonian
a small umbrella (“Beerbrella”) Magazine, and on
which may be removably attached msnbc. It gets my vote
to a beverage container in order too if it works for a
to shade the beverage container wine glass.
from the direct rays of the sun…”
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And
what
about
technically
misleading patents? Don’t believe
everything you read!

6. Device for the
Treatment of Hiccups
us patent 706232068

A device for the treatment
of hiccups, and more
specifically, to a method
and apparatus for the
treatment of hiccups
involving
galvanic
stimulation
of
the
Superficial
Phrenetic
and Vagus nerves using
an electric current.
Well no, actually, it’s just a glass that
gives you a small shock when you drink
from it. Ridiculous in itself but the
pseudoscientific claims made in the
patent are laughable.
But for the best in technically
misleading patents this next one
deserves special mention:

8. Method for Concealing Partial Baldness

”

us patent 4022227

A method for styling hair to cover bald areas using only the individual’s own
hair, comprising separating the hair on the head into several substantially equal
sections, taking the hair on one section and placing it over the bald area, then
taking the hair on another section and placing it over the first section, and finally
taking the hair on the remaining sections and placing it over the other sections
whereby the bald area will be completely covered.

7. Apparatus for facilitating the birth
of a child by centrifugal force
us patent 3216423

“

how many
inventors
does it take
to change a
light bulb?

That one’s from 1965 and deserves
three diagrams, just to make sure you
get the full effect. I wonder why the
invention didn’t catch on?
Maybe because it would have led to
a generation of children inflicted with
severe motion sickness and unable to
walk in a straight line?
And so for the crowned king among
ridiculous patents:

Method for Concealing Partial Baldness is in fact a comb-over. Yes,
in 1977 the father-and-son team
Frank and Donald Smith of Orlando, Florida, spent a lot of money
to patent a way to comb hair. The
intention of the comb-over patent
complete with instructional diagrams was for Frank to bill himself
as the father of the hairstyle and
sell a spray he developed to hold
it in place. They never got around
to producing the spray, but they
did receive the Ig Nobel Prize! ■

NOW HELP US TAKE OFF

A PPE A L TO R E ASON

SAVE THE TREE OCTOPUS
Help save the Pacific Northwest tree octopus from extinction

Th

e Pacific Northwest tree octopus
(Octopus paxarbolis) can be found
in the temperate rainforests of the Olympic
Peninsula on the west coast of North America.
Their habitat lies on the Eastern side of the
Olympic mountain range, adjacent to Hood
Canal. These solitary cephalopods reach
an average size (measured from arm-tip to
mantle-tip,) of 30–33 cm. Unlike most other
cephalopods, tree octopuses are amphibious,
spending only their early life and the period of
their mating season in their ancestral aquatic
environment. Because of the moistness of the
rainforests and specialized skin adaptations,
they are able to keep from becoming
desiccated for prolonged periods of time, but
given the chance they would prefer resting in
pooled water.
Although the tree octopus is not officially
listed on the Endangered Species List, we
feel that it should be added since its numbers
are at a critically low level for its breeding
needs. The reasons for this dire situation
include: decimation of habitat by logging
and suburban encroachment; building of
roads that cut off access to the water which
it needs for spawning; predation by foreign
species such as house cats; and booming

TREETOP TENTACLES
photo
of elusive
the elusive
A Rare
rare photo
of the
tree octopus.

tree octopus

populations of its natural predators, including
the bald eagle and sasquatch. What few that
make it to the Canal are further hampered in
their reproduction by the growing problem
of pollution from farming and residential
run-off. Unless immediate action is taken to
protect this species and its habitat, the Pacific
Northwest tree octopus will be but a memory.
The possibility of Pacific Northwest tree
octopus extinction is not an unwarranted fear.
Other tree octopus species—including the
Douglas octopus and the red-ringed madrona
sucker—were once abundant throughout the
Cascadia region, but have since gone extinct
because of threats similar to those faced by
paxarbolis, as well as overharvesting by the
now-illegal tree octopus trade.
Here are a few things that you can do to
help save the Pacific Northwest tree octopus:
■ Write your representatives to let them know
that you are concerned and that you feel
the tree octopus should be included on the
Endangered Species List and given special
protection.
■ Help build awareness of the tree octopus by
telling your friends and co-workers.
■ Sign an online petition! Nothing activates
activity like an Internet petition.
Source: http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
Reproduced by permission of Lyle Zapato

“It must be true! I read it on the internet!”

gina maffey advises caution
There is no doubt that the internet has, and continues to have, a profound effect on the
way in which we learn. Phrases like “I’ll Google it!” have become commonplace, and
despite the warnings people still trust every word of Wikipedia. This is not to say that
all open-source information is inaccurate, but how do we separate fact from fiction?
Dr Donald Leu at the University of Connecticut studied the ability of pupils to evaluate online information. 96% of pupils aged 12–13 reported that a bogus site called Save
the Northwest Pacific Tree Octopus was a reliable source of information. With the benefit
of hindsight, the mere idea of an octopus that lives in a tree may seem like an obvious
hoax, but did you question the article above? Even more worryingly, some participants
refused to accept that the article was fake even when the hoax had been explained.
In his study, Dr Leu goes on to observe that this site is not alone. Googling ‘spoof sites’
brings up a whole list of bizarre and elaborate online hoaxes. Perhaps the age of the Worldwide Web requires all of us to think twice about what we read. Otherwise, who knows
with what weird and wonderful references future scientific papers will be peppered?
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THE ART OF SCIENCE

Minding the Gap
Art and science can work together, argues sean mcmahon
ABOVE
Migrant (detail), mixed media on
canvas block. © HELEN GILBART.
BELOW
Breath II, charcoal & pastel on
handmade rag. © HELEN GILBART.

In

a public lecture in Cambridge in 1959,
the well-known novelist, physicist and
senior civil servant C.P. Snow complained
of a deepening rift in Britain’s intellectual
landscape. The “cleverest people in the world,”
he argued, had arranged themselves into
“two cultures”: the scientists in one camp; the
literary, artistic and humanist intelligentsia
in the other. These twin elites were mutually
ignorant, perpetuating a division that Snow
saw as dangerous. Aspiring politicians and
civil servants traditionally read subjects like
classics or history, widely believed to produce
the worthiest and most enlightened graduates.
Science, by contrast, was considered vulgar,
inhumane, and philosophically naïve. In
the grip of such snobbery, how could Britain
release the economic potential of science,
understand the promise and perils of
technology, or manage the natural world?
Snow blamed the rarity of crossovers like
himself on over-specialisation in universities,
a problem that Aberdeen and other institutions
have recently begun to tackle via initiatives
like the interdisciplinary Sixth Century
programme, under which a physicist can
study philosophy and vice versa. This is
surely a promising trend. As the American
Association for the Advancement of Science
has proclaimed, a “liberal education” should
ground the student “in both the social and
natural worlds”. Moreover, the arts and
sciences overlap in productive ways: science
inspires artists and drives philosophy, while
humanists dissect the practice of science and
explore the meaning and social consequences
of scientific ideas. In each issue of Au, The Art
of Science will cross a different bridge across
Snow’s “gulf of mutual incomprehension” to
meet the artists and scientists who build them.
Cambridge, then, is an appropriate place
to begin. The Sedgwick Museum of Earth
Sciences, part of the university’s geology
department, is a striking 19th-century building
shaped like a boomerang, spanned by one
high-ceilinged gallery. Tall antique cabinets
stand like rows of pews astride a central aisle,
ordered chronologically, beginning with the
world’s oldest animal fossils and ending with
the relics of the last Ice Age. Take one step
along the brightly lit hall and millions of years
rush by. Rare fossils outline the odyssey of
life on Earth: algae, ammonites, giant spiders,
dinosaurs. It’s a remarkable story, in which
an enormous number of species evolve and
disappear like so many failed experiments.

In the fathomless expanse of geological time,
humanity’s brief existence scarcely registers.
Reflections like these, combined with
the strange beauty of the fossils and the
remarkable aesthetic of the museum,
inspired the painter and sculptor Helen
Gilbart to begin a sponsored residency in
the department in 2001, collaborating with
palaeontologists to explore the evolution of life.
Her cross-disciplinary degree—Fine Art with
Geography—helped in the beginning, she says,
but the highly specialist environment was
often challenging. She talked to the scientists
as often as she could, “sometimes for two or
three hours. It was exhausting. I really had to
grapple with the science.” On the whole, the
scientists were supportive: “they understood
that to be engaged by people from outside the
field is a good thing”.
In 2002, the museum hosted Beginnings, the
first show in Gilbart’s residency. Her work in oil,
mixed media, charcoal and pastel responds to
the evolutionary novelties of the Precambrian
period, which Gilbart describes as “the great
underbelly of prehistory, [...] seven-eighths of
the Earth’s existence, in which most of life’s
key components were laid down”. Ambiguous
forms float in space and hint at the sparsity
of evidence; “there are huge questions about
Precambrian life”. They are not illustrations
but symbols, like the fossils on display:
“These fragments of life are put in cases and
spotlit. They become theatrical… symbolic,
representing something more.”
Her second show, The Sedgwick Tapes,
formed part of the Cambridge Science Festival
in 2006. The paintings had become darker and
more enigmatic. In one series, primitive fossil
forms nestle together like still-life objects.
These too are ‘spotlit’, but here in a vast,
shadowy and silent theatre full of brooding
drama. Various corners of the field are alluded
to; in Still Life with Eggshells, for example, a
series of obscure, fragmented shells suggests
the difficulty of reconstructing human
evolution.
Gilbart has continued her artistic association
with scientists, studying the famous Cambrian
fossils of the Burgess Shale in Canada, and more
recently the prehistory of the East Anglian
coast. Palaeontology is a highly speculative
science, where calculated conjecture grapples
with patchy data. That, Gilbart says, is
where it marries up with art: “artists are not
evidence-based, but both disciplines demand
creative thinking. Nothing appears constant
or conclusive. I like and can relate to that!” ■
Sean McMahon is a PhD student in geomicrobiology
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REVIEW

Men are from Earth
Women are from Earth
Does science point to innate sexual differences? Only bad
science, argues cordelia fine’s The Gender Delusion

Co

mpassionate, dependent, sensitive,
nurturing. Aggressive, ambitious,
analytical, competitive. One of these lists
represents women, and one men. Shall I tell
you which is which? You already know: a lifeform from Mars or Venus might struggle, but
down here on earth we busily deduce what
makes a woman a woman or a man a man
from a startlingly young age. We can all
produce lists similar to those above with the
greatest ease. But what is the science behind
sex differences? In her book, The Gender
Delusion, Cordelia Fine sets out to examine
the research and shows that the field is
perhaps less black and white (or pink and
blue) than we might think.
Writing with wit and vigour, Fine sets
out to examine not just what science has
shown but also how science is done, carefully
deconstructing badly designed studies, not
without—as the devilish humour of the
writing shows—some zeal. The real question
is whether the gender differences we do
observe are hard-wired. Of course, there are
biological differences between the sexes that
we can measure; for example, we know a male
foetus will experience a flush of testosterone
in the womb where a female foetus would not.
The real lapse in knowledge comes when we
try to link these physical changes to gender
differences. We need to understand how the
mind—rather than the brain—is formed, and
as Fine says, “the scalp serves as no barrier
at all to the […] effects of pervasive cultural
beliefs.”
The mind is the product of both brain
and environment, and mine boggled at
the science presented here. My hat is off to
all psychologists who navigate the strange
landscapes of the human mind and attempt
to find answers in it. Even the most reliable
of gender differences seem to shift and slide
in different environments. Mental imagerotation is one such reliable measure, a skill
in which gender differences are observed in
children as young as five months. Fine cites

a study in which the gender difference was
eliminated simply by informing the group
of high-school children taking the test that
females were likely to do better. In this group,
male and female students did
equally well (other groups
were told that men were likely
to do better and a control
group was given no gender
information; in both, males
scored higher than females).
Similarly in a calculus exam,
men and women performed
equally when presented
with no gender information.
However, in a group told that
in previous exams no gender
differences had been found,
women out-performed men.
It is startling that these
differences fall away with
such simple manipulations of
the perceived environment.
Fine takes us through the
importance of social identity
and how when gender is
brought to the forefront
of the mind, it can carry
stereotypical baggage: ‘I am
a woman’ becomes ‘I am a
woman so I am bad at maths’.
Fine’s book is rigorously researched,
entertainingly written, and fascinating
overall; it provides insight into a field that
is less clear-cut than it looks. Our brains do
not exist in a vacuum where they can be left
alone to get on with it; they respond, interact
and adapt to the world around them, in ways
we are still struggling to get to grips with.
Far from being hard-wired, many gender
differences emerge from this interaction.
Fine’s book reveals the unexpected degree
to which ‘what maketh the (wo)man’ can be
malleable, messy and difficult to define. ■

Review by

daisy
brickhill

rrp £8.99

Daisy Brickhill is a PhD student in ecology
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PUZZLES

Drug Development Data Disaster!

abstrusegoose.com

After years designing four antibiotics, each effective
against one of four species of bacteria, your results are
destroyed in an explosion! Which antibiotic worked
against which species? Which one-letter code stands for
each antibiotic? What percentage of target cells does each
antibiotic kill? Use the grid to reassemble your precious
data from these sporadic notes in your singed lab-book:

Amazurin, coded …, was … % effective against …………………
Brillicillin, coded …, was …% effective against …………………
Terrificillin, coded …, was … % effective against …………………
Formula X, coded …, was … % effective against …………………

Formula X

Terrificillin

Brillicillin

Amazurin

D

C

B

S. kleini

A

D. brickhilli

C. sutherlandi

H. dorani

ve than Brillicillin.
The antibiotic coded A was less effecti
illin.
H. dorani is killed by Brillic not kill S. kleini. Code B = Formula X.
did
A
The antibiotic coded destroys H. dorani is 42 % effective.
The antibiotic that
li or S. kleini.
Terrificillin had no effect on D. brickhil
not coded D.
Amazurin does not kill D. brickhilli and is tib
iotic.
an
e
th
by
39 % destroyed
an
th
re
mo
s
wa
li
hil
D. brick
Formula X is less than 80 % effective

35%
42%
77%
80%
Amazurin
Brillicillin
Terrificillin
Formula X
A
B
C
D

1

2

3

7

8

4

9

5

6

10

11

12

14

16

13

15

17

18

19

21

22

23

26

24

27

25

20

Au Crossword N°. 1
Across

Down

1. Pop science tv show (8)
4. Property of particles (4)
7. Maintaining a stable internal
environment (11)
11. First of the lanthanides (2)
12. Spectral range (4)
14. Luminous celestial body (4)
15. Functional units of tissue (6)
17. Moon of Saturn (6)
18. American space agency (4)
21. The lines x = 0 and y = 0 in
Cartesian co-ordinates (4)
22. Radians in a semicircle (2)
23. First geological æon (11)
26. Raw measurements (4)
27. Compound with one or more
conjugated rings (8)

1. Bose-Einstein-obedient particles (6)
2. Glassy grains of volcanic origin (3)
3. N=N group (3)
5. SI prefix for 1015 (4)
6. Metal used in catalysts (6)
8. Heat-producing organism (9)
9. Dinosaur with back plates (9)
10. α-amino acid (7)
12. Alkaline earth metal (2)
13. See 19 Down (7)
16. Useful stand in chemistry (6)
19. See 13 Down (2)
20. Having a pH < 7 (6)
22. Brown deposit of rotting plants (4)
24. Unit of pressure (3)
25. P × V of ideal gas (1,1,1)

Puzzles by Sean McMahon. Solutions at www.aumag.co.uk
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5, 4, 3, 2, 1 . . .

LIFT OFF!

Au MAGAZINE HAS LAUNCHED SUCCESSFULLY,
BUT THERE’S STILL TIME TO CLIMB ABOARD.
IF YOU’RE A WRITER, EDITOR, ARTIST OR
DESIGNER, JOIN US NOW TO SEND YOUR CV INTO
THE STRATOSPHERE!
EMAIL: ausciencemag@gmail.com
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